
Business Analyst - Integration

Toronto, ON
Job Description

Integration BA

As part of the Integration team, you will be responsible for conducting a wide range of analysis and quality control tests to ensure
the developed products and applications exceed specified standards and end-user requirements.

Responsibilities for the BA include but are not limited to:

Solid understanding of clinical data workflow
Experience with clinical data validation
Experience with working on of HL7 v2
Ensure implemented software module meets clients expectations
Interface closely with internal development teams and client groups in support of software and production releases
Participate in requirements reviews with the full team to identify requirements defects early in the development life cycle
Coordinate and execute QA activities â€“ Create Test plan, test cases, execute test cases, log and track defects using tools
like TFS Test manager,
Interact with software developers and the systems team to tune code, databases, and track all problem reports to closure.

Skill & Qualifications

3-5 years Software Business Analysis or Quality Assurance experience is required
Experience creating test cases (unit, GUI, UAT and stress), scripts, utilizing automated tools
Formal software development life-cycle experience. Knowledge in scripting, exceptional verbal and written communication
HL7 V2 experience is required

Experience with the following technologies is considered an asset:

FHIR
CDA/CCDA
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Additional Information

At Dapasoft we understand that choosing the right person for the job makes all the difference, and we are ready to add another
passionate person to our ever-growing team of professionals. Youâ€™ll be working with some of the leading healthcare
organizations in Canada and get access to some of the brightness minds in healthcare information technology. If you are looking
for an opportunity that presents a unique challenge with excellent career growth, this is the place for you!

We wish to thank all applicants in advance for their interest in this position. However, only the candidates selected for interviews



will be contacted.

Applicants with disabilities may notify us of any accommodations needed to support your participation in the recruitment
processes.

No unsolicited agency referrals or phone calls please.


